POSITRON LAUNCHES INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LICENSE PROGRAM
BROGENT GLOBAL INC., A TAIWAN CORPORATION, SIGNS DEAL TO BECOME FIRST LICENSOR OF
VOYAGER®, POSITRON’S PATENTED VR MOTION CHAIR SYSTEM
Los Angeles, CA— September 18, 2020. Positron, a leading provider of XR Cinema systems, known for its acclaimed Voyager®
VR motion chair, announced today the launch of a global intellectual licensing program. The Positron IP Licensing program
will make available the patents, designs and software suite of Positron’s award-winning VR chair for partner companies to
manufacture and sell their own customized VR chairs.
Brogent Global, Inc. signed a non-exclusive patent license agreement with Positron, becoming the first company to license the
technology. The company has immediately started manufacturing its own version of the Voyager® VR motion chair for use in
location-based entertainment. Brogent is best known for its I-Ride flying theater attractions around the world.
“By partnering with companies such as Brogent who are embracing the future of immersive entertainment, we believe we can
greatly accelerate the expansion of a cinematic VR network,” said Jeffrey Travis, CEO of Positron. “We’re excited to work with
Brogent’s team to get more premium VR cinemas in the world, and particularly in Asia. Their innovation and engineering capabilities in themed entertainment will be a catalyst for location-based cinematic VR. And as a result, VR content creators will
have more distribution opportunities for getting their content to audiences, which has always been our vision.”
While the worldwide Covid-19 pandemic has slowed or closed many entertainment venues, Positron’s Voyager® system has
the advantage of providing semi-enclosed individualized pods, that have traditionally already been spaced 6 ft (2 meters) apart,
providing an extra safety measure.
In addition to its Voyager® hardware and software system, Positron also continues to license cinematic VR content titles in its
capacity as a VR distributor. At the Cannes XR festival this year, Positron introduced six finalists and a winner for the Positron
Visionary Award, recognizing excellence in cinematic VR.
About Positron
Positron is a company whose passion is to elevate VR storytelling and bring wonder to all audiences. The company is best
known for its award-winning VR motion chair, Voyager®, a premium exhibition platform for cinematic VR. Positron works with
companies such as Universal Studios, Disney, Dreamworks, Verizon, Intel, and many more to deliver cinematic VR experiences
on Voyager®, its award-winning, full-motion VR chair platform that has been called “the future of movies.” Integrating beautiful
design and high-end engineering, the chair reflects a passion for VR storytelling. Voyager® delivers a completely new level
of immersion in VR by providing a comfortable, fully integrated personal VR theater that incorporates whisper-quiet robotic
rotation and pitch motion, audio-driven haptic feedback, scent dispensing, cabin lighting and specialized seating. Positron
also offers a growing library of premium cinematic VR content available for distribution. The Positron Visionary Award was
established at Cannes XR - Marche du Film in 2020, offering a way to recognize excellence in cinematic VR
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